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India is known as the country of imposing monuments all over the world. In South territories there
are many sacred splendid temples and churches. But in North states of the country like Delhi, Agra,
Jaipur are filled with several wonderful monuments. To explore these three majestic cities there is a
beautiful tourist circuit named as golden triangle tour. Travelers explore the well-off heritage and
culture of India.

Delhi â€“ the national capital is known to be the combination of style, class, culture and affluent history,
Agra â€“ the love city has the superb forts and one of the seven wonders of the world the Taj Mahal
and Jaipur known as pink city that has the combination of the majestic architectural carvings
herewith the well-off traditions of art and culture.

Golden triangle tour packages are ideal for those travelers who have limited time & funds in their
hands. These packages offer a snapshot of the expansion of the communal, historical, and rich
cultural and the religious aspects of India. The three cities covered in golden triangle tour packages
present the beauty of the medieval era, along with the modern region.

This tourist circuit of Delhi, Jaipur and Agra has always been the first choice of the nationally and
globally visitors. India has got more reasons to display-case its traditions, culture and rich heritage
all over the world. The beginning spots golden triangle tours is Delhi which offers the tourists an
opportunity to explore historical monuments like Red Fort, Rajghat, Akshardham Temple, Jama
Masjid, Humayun Tomb, Lotus Temple, India Gate, Qutub Minar and so on.

After the Delhi tour, the tourists embark on the love city Agra where the tourists visit one of the
Seven Wonders of the World â€œThe Taj Mahalâ€™, which is the most popular tourist highlight in golden
triangle tours. These packages save time and money and cover the main highlights that the
travelers would never want to miss. There are many other beautiful attractions like Red Fort, Itimad-
Ud-Daulla, Akbarâ€™s Tomb and Fatehpur Sikri in Agra.

Jaipur is the last destination of this popular India tour package and it has been the popular
destination of royalty. Jaipur the capital city of Rajasthan is a perfect place to explore a variety of
wonderful monuments gets the foretaste of Rajputana royalty. The monuments of the city are like
Hawa Mahal, City Palace, Jantar Mantar, Jal Mahal, Amber Fort, Nahargarh Fort and Jaigarh Fort,
and many heritage hotels.
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